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“The challenges of developing a realistic soccer simulation are massive,” said Peter Ridd, Senior Producer on FIFA 22. “We had to make sure the experience felt as close to real life as we could. The FIFA and PES team worked together closely to make sure that each player had the most realistic footwork and
touches, as well as the ability to have high-intensity sprints without breaking the flow of the game.” Among the key innovations are the new sprinting animations and ball physics, along with the addition of a new player control system with a 4th level of control to replicate the reflexes and instincts of an elite
football player. The 4th level of control offers the player increased control over the ball, including more advanced assists. Players are also able to "park" the ball in open space to make it harder to be caught in the back, and are better able to make runs off the ball. Key Features • 4th Level of Control: NEW:
Control the ball at a level never seen before in a football game. Your players gain the confidence to take a touch and slip to the ball for a quick through ball. Control of the ball in an open space makes it more difficult for opponents to catch up. • Simulation of player behavior: THE PLAYERS HAVE THE SAME
INTENTIONS AS THE REAL PLAYERS. The game rewards players who stick to their game plan and punish those who rush or make plays prematurely. • Better Ball Physics: The new REVOLUTION physics system reflects the true shapes and movements of a ball in mid-air. • Speed and Acceleration at High
Intensity: The speed and acceleration profile of players are more in line with real player behavior. High-speed runs no longer decelerate the ball. High-intensity acceleration is present during ground, air and over-the-ball duels. • New Speed and Acceleration: High-acceleration drills, high-intensity sprints and
air attacks no longer decelerate the ball. This makes it easier for players to accelerate to the ball quickly, even in open space. • Real Player Durability: Players are more likely to pick up the ball after a tackle, as bruises or strains from a previous tackle are realistically distributed. • Red Card System: The new
red card system ensures the best decisions for managers. • Impact System: Players are more likely to get injured when taking a chance and they are more likely to recover from a serious collision. All

Features Key:

FIFA Ultimate Team. Available only to FIFA Ultimate Team Season Ticket members.
World Class Graphics. The best graphics on any console are back. FIFA 22 is the best looking football game on any console. Dynamic lighting, realistic textures and an upgraded crowd system mean stunning visuals on any system. High detail players and striking new animations add to the FIFA 22
experience, all delivered with enhanced player movements, more realistic player models and DLS network coverage. Players have their own physical attributes. Makeover kits now include four clothing variants: shirt, shorts, socks and shoes. Players may also choose from four different base skins.
Players can now also make a new non-playing member of their squad just by selecting the required traits, and there’s always room in your squad for a player speciality such as good technique, ability to make a big tackle and a confident shot at goal. The UEFA Champions League trophy has returned.
Career records have also been reset to maximum levels, meaning players can jump higher and faster. 

"Since its first release, the Champions League trophy in FIFA has become one of the most iconic images of football. Now, as we welcome our 200th Champions League on FIFA, we’re revamping the trophy and adding new player, manager and superstar cards for a fresh and overhauled FIFA
experience. Fan voting to decide the champion has also returned. Will Lionel Messi or the newly-elected UEFA President, Gianni Infantino, take the title this year? Check back every week for new content, including a new competitive fixture, and remember to follow all the action online at
www.facebook.com/uefaFootball and www.uefa.com/live."

Transfer. For the first time ever, you can immediately sell unwanted players. We’ve all been there before, and we all wish we had a £10bn budget. Transfer takes care of that. Now, if you no longer feel the need to play off Daleks or rev up his speed, just sell your unwanted stars to other
clubs. If you’ve completed your transfer, the game calculates your final finances. If you want to buy those shiny gold boots, well, you just might have to save your pennies. Transfer now includes a career mode and simulation mode.
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This time you’re your own General manager, supporting your club in the most dynamic, authentic and social way possible. Available for the first time on console, take control of your very own team in Franchise Mode, build the ultimate squad, and unlock FUT Champions. Master real-world tactics, including
advanced strategies like one-touch play, and full control of set pieces in FUT Champions. X•Box 360 Wireless Controller In addition to featuring a sleek new design, Xbox 360 Wireless Controller gives you the precision and precision of a professional play-maker. Adjustable thumbsticks and the ability to
customize the weight and feel of each button allow you to play your style of footy to the tee, and the vibration motor in the analog sticks helps you feel every shot. Need-to-Know Facts Features for Kinect™• Use gesture control to make moves when you play like the pros, with new shooting techniques like
the goal keeper drill, and new passes, such as the through ball and lobs from central midfielders.• The new Kinect skill games improve your skills to be the best player in the world, such as dribbling, or taking on opponents with a crowd-busting challenge. Xbox LIVE Marketplace• The Xbox LIVE Marketplace
brings you the best in entertainment and lifestyle with hundreds of downloadable games, thousands of movies and music tracks, and a wide selection of interactive TV experiences.• Gamers can also buy and sell items for use in-game through the Xbox LIVE Marketplace. ESPN• ESPN features more than 30
top sports properties, including 30 for 30, E:60 and Outside The Lines. You also get the best in sports talk, from the best in the business, including over 30 hours of live programming per week.• With the NFL RedZone Channel, you can get a live multi-screen feed to watch the top plays in the game. Stability
in Number Of Users The Xbox Live network delivers stability in number of users based on the network capacity, the number of Xbox 360s and the average throughput speed. We monitor network conditions on a daily basis and add/remove servers to/from the network to ensure Xbox Live users are able to
access the Xbox Live network and play multiplayer games. We increase capacity in the network when users experience higher-than-normal speeds or more users play on the system. All Games Must Be Purchased Sneak Peek of the new Xbox 360 wireless controller for Kinect These pictures
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What's new in Fifa 22:

The All-New Create-a-Player experience allows you to choose from a roster of more than 600 real players who all have their own unique traits, attributes and unique behaviours.
Introducing Standards in-game. Football stereotypes, humorous phrases and hilarious sayings can now be used to create your own football universe in the Comments section of the Create-a-
Player screen.
FIFA 22 brings a new advertising system to the game. A new dynamic Player Impact view provides even more information about the way that your player plays, with more accurate reactions.
A new ‘Hydro Engineer’ mode improves the dribbling and passing mechanics of players in wet conditions.
The first-touch intelligence on the new left foot controls on Aerial Shots and End Zone Dribbles has been increased.
A new ‘Set Piece Assistant’ now helps managers avoid costly penalties by offering a comprehensive simulation of the referee’s decisions, starting with whether a penalty should be awarded
in the first place and ending with whether the referee will award a penalty for handball.
 ‘Vision Training’ deepens the intelligence of how assistant managers follow a player.
Pitchside Communications has been re-imagined for a new FIFA game.
 Fan AI – If your favourite player switches club mid-season, you can now take them back to your club with one-of-a-kind combinations of Players, Teams and Players on Loan.
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FIFA is a multi-platform video game series created by EA Canada. Published by Electronic Arts, the FIFA series is the world’s biggest videogame franchise with millions of players around the world and sales of more than 100 million units worldwide. The series has enjoyed immense commercial and critical
success, maintaining multiple FIFA titles on the UK all-format Top 30 list for over a decade. FIFA 20 is about the game of football, about the moments we love or remember from those moments, about the beautiful game. No matter if you're sitting at home, in the stands or on the pitch itself, FIFA 20 aims to
give you a platform for your passion and the most authentic football experience possible. FIFA 20 comes to PlayStation 4 and Xbox One on October 2, 2018. Key Features The New FIFA World Cup Mode An award-winning mode reimagined for FIFA 20, The New FIFA World Cup Mode is back and bigger than
ever. Experience the thrill of the World Cup like never before, with a refreshed tournament structure, fan interactions and dynamic tournament moments. Take your country’s journey to the World Cup like never before: Starting in qualifying, guide your team through the multiple stages, with new features
like mixed-gender squads and fan activities to provide a fresh and dynamic experience. The Official World Cup Teams: 23 of the most beloved and recognizable World Cup squads return to FIFA 20, including Brazil, Germany, Argentina, Mexico and Croatia. New and returning nations will be added in the
future. The Official World Cup Dates: FIFA 20 features two official World Cups - the 2026 FIFA World Cup and the 2018 FIFA World Cup. FIFA 20 marks the return of both tournaments to a yearly calendar, with the host nation each year selected. The Official World Cup Teams will be presented in full on the
Official Trailer and the FIFA World Cup will provide lots of clues about who will be taking part next summer. Fans can also experience the thrill of the World Cup experience in their own country, as the host nation’s team and player collections will be unlocked automatically. Fans will also be able to customize
their team’s kits, including the squad and staff. In addition, many teams will now have their own kits. Additionally, an all-new Fan Zone will be included and will offer players new challenges and challenges that will contribute to ranking rewards. Completing FUT Champions is not just rewarding – it’s your
ticket to unlocking the most
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System Requirements:
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